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Megatrend investing has exhibited incredible growth and interest in recent years. While

performance can ebb and flow, we believe that there is incredible potential here to

change the way global society functions. Such opportunity also has the added benefit of

satisfying the human drive to connect with stories. Even if we think of the words

‘megatrend’ and ‘thematic’ as being more recently coined, what we know of as ‘growth’ or

‘emerging tech’ have been around far longer and are very related. 

 

The Infrastructure of MegatrendsThe Infrastructure of Megatrends

 

If we aren’t careful, the powerful ideas of thematics and megatrends can sweep us away.

While we may see a lot of excitement around ‘Cloud Computing’ or ‘Artificial

Intelligence’(AI), for example, in the current state-of-play it would be tough for these

concepts to grow robustly without data centres. It’s possible that the specific,

purpose-built real estate underpinning data centres could provide a differentiated, yet

complimentary return stream to a focus on direct investments in the businesses

themselves. 

 

The gradual and inevitable shift The gradual and inevitable shift 

 

The shift from 3G to 4G mobile technology was very noticeable—many of us stream content

on our phones and not pay attention to the size or bandwidth of the files. Developed

markets are shifting from 4G to 5G. If an investor isn’t careful, they may be

overwhelmed by the different ways to gain investment exposure. Maybe the operating

system provider, the handset makers, the chip designers, or the network providers. Here,

we pose the question—what about the towers themselves? It’s possible that investors may

not have immediately thought about towers as being investable, and the risk/return

profile might look different and be complimentary to their other exposures. 

 

As we write these words, the global Covid-19 pandemic is still impacting how people live

and work. It’s been roughly two years, and it’s the view of many that things like

offices will be used differently in the future. Differentiated office spaces that are

attuned to the changing preferences of the typical employee could set themselves apart

and could potentially provide unique return streams relative to traditional office

spaces. 

 

Prior to 2020, you could have lived without hearing the term ‘supply chain’ outside of a

business school classroom. Now, this concept has pervaded the general consciousness.

‘Last mile distribution’ is a huge topic in 2022, and while people may focus on things

like vans that are driven autonomously, robots than can handle the tasks in a

distribution centre without human intervention, or drones that can bring certain goods
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to the final client, none of this happens without specific, purpose-built real estate.

We don’t know for sure when vans will drive themselves universally or drones will

blanket the skies, but the real estate in many cases is already there and already

generating revenues today.

 

The bottom lineThe bottom line

 

For each thematic topic that garners attention, it’s possible that under the hood there

is infrastructure—potentially investable—that offers a connection to that same theme at

a different valuation, risk and return profile. 

 

Technology, leverage and the benefit of expertiseTechnology, leverage and the benefit of expertise

 

Now, it’s clear that one cannot look at a traditional strategy of broad-based real

estate investment trusts (REITs) and assume that it would invest in real estate that

touches megatrends in any significant way. It’s also important to manage critical risks—

like the risk of investing in highly leveraged companies at a time where interest rates

may be more likely to rise than to fall in the near future. 

 

One way to look at leverage is through ‘debt-to-total market capitalisation.’ If it is

above 70%, it’s possible that the company may be subjected to other stresses and risk

factors that could take the connectivity of the return experience away from the

technology and move it toward other things, like movements in interest rates. 

 

When thinking about investing in real estate companies that touch megatrends, a question

to consider, beyond leverage, isis the degree to which there is direct revenue from

technology, life science, research & development. Missing that, it’s also possible to

look favourably at real estate companies focused on the enablement of ecommerce, new

economy logistics and sciences. 

 

Conclusion: Repositioning on the Value-Chain of MegatrendsConclusion: Repositioning on the Value-Chain of Megatrends

 

The easy starting point is to find companies that are focused on the topic at hand—let’s

take AI for example, find companies that generate revenues from selling AI capabilities

to customers. However, AI is not simply the software that can be sold or licensed. There

is no AI without the right types of semiconductors. It is difficult to run today’s

versions of AI with zero access to datacentres. We encourage people to think about

datacentre-specific real estate—as one example—and how that may offer an interesting

return experience somewhat related to the AI megatrend. This approach can be utilised

across other themes too, but the investable real estate may be less obvious. For

investors looking to incorporate companies that are specifically exposed to megatrend-

oriented real estate, there is no substitute for expertise.

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ AI: Building Momentum as we start 2022

+ Cybersecurity has never been this important…but 2022 returns may be challenged

+ Is Investing in Cloud Companies Dead in 2022?

 

View the online version of this article here.
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Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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